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The Middle East Facility Management Association
(MEFMA), is looking to create stronger ties and
awareness among its members through its (Member
of the Month) program. The initiative highlights
a chosen member and the contributions that they
have made in the move to further promote the
FM industry-including the member’s initiatives,
CSR activities and value additions offered to their
customers.

MEMBER OF
THE MONTH
Emrill Participation (MEFMA Seminar)
at World Future Energy Summit
January 15, 2018

Thank you for your active membership
and continuous show of support for
MEFMA
programs
and
initiatives
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For myself personally, it’s important never to underestimate
the impact that FM has on the wider community. FM can be
viewed as a combination of maintenance, housekeeping,
security services etc., which take place to manage a building
or location or alternatively, you can look at FM as creating
“preferred places” - essentially great places to live, visit, and
to work. These preferred places are locations that residents
and building-users look forward to returning to and enjoy
residing in, so given this importance, and the impact that
“preferred places” have on people’s overall happiness and
productivity, these factors will always push us on to achieve
more in the FM sector and to deliver excellence.
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Alex Davies, Managing Director, Emrill Services LLC
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Founding Members
since 2011
21 of Emrill employees have
attended MEFMA Facility
Management Courses.

The Heart
of Emrill’s
Success
As people are at the heart of their service delivery at Emrill,
Alex is very proud to say that they scored 89% employee
engagement in their recent staff survey entitled ‘Your Say’,
which benchmarked with international standards, was 20%
above the average score.

Emrill’s
Business
Growth
During 2017 they achieved 10% growth in their business,
largely coming from extending their existing partnerships to
new sites, such as La Mer, but also through new customers
acquired on the back of their reputation for service
excellence, such as Dubai Health Care City.

